
The Greek connective ke: towards a unitary radical pragmatic account.
The Greek connective ke ‘and’ performs a variety of functions, some of which are more unexpected than
others. The connective is used as a co-ordinating conjunction as well as a contrastive, temporal or
resultative particle. These uses of ke are exemplified in (1)-(6) below (the symbol # indicates an
unacceptable/infelicitous construction):

(1) (a) i sofia Dulevi ke o janis meni spiti (b) o janis meni spiti ke i sofia Dulevi
Sophia works and John stays at home. John stays at home and Sophia works.

(2) (a) kliDosa ke efiγa (b) #efiγa ke kliDosa
I locked up and I left. I left and I locked up.

(3) (a) γlistrise ke epese (b) #epese ke γlistrise
S/he slipped and fell. S/he fell and slipped.

The host of unexpected uses of ke includes its concessive function, its function as a causal particle, the
‘out-of-the-blue’ ke (Canakis 1995) and what I term the double ke construction, which performs either a
focalizing or a concessive function:

(4) De me akuse, ke tu ipa na proseksi
He didn´t listen to me, even though I told him to be careful.

(5) (a) pame ke arγisame (b) #arγisame ke pame!
Let´s go because we´re late.

(6) (a) na ke i sofia (b) pare ke kanena tilefono
There´s Sophia. Give us a call, then.

(7) (a) pira mila ke pira ke bananes (b) #pira mila ke pira bananes
I got apples and I got bananas, too. 

(8) (a) o petros den kseri orθoγrafia ke ine ke γlosoloγos (b) #o petros den kseri orθoγrafia ke ine γlosoloγos
Peter doesn´t know how to spell although he´s a linguist.

Within (neo-)Gricean pragmatics the tendency is for natural language connectives such as and, but,
or, therefore  to be treated as equivalent to the logical connectives ∧, ∨, → etc., and any additional
functions are taken to be a  result of implicature (Grice 1975, 1978). This type of  pragmatic analysis
arguably falls short of instances of asymmetric conjunction (Schmerling 1975) such as those in (2) – (8)
above, especially in view of the age-old argument that interpretive differences due to pragmatic processes
should be irrelevant to truth-conditions, a claim which is very obviously invalidated by e.g. (3b) and (4b).

In this paper I show that the problem outlined above can be circumvented and a unitary radical
pragmatic analysis of the seemingly multiple functions of the Greek connective ke can be attained within a
relevance-theoretic approach. Following Blass (1990), Carston 1(988, 2002), I assume that it is not
propositions but pragmatically enriched utterances that are assigned truth-conditions. I further assume that
particles like ke function as semantic constraints on relevance (Blakemore 1987) in that they act as guides
delimiting the process of pragmatic interpretation and constraining processing effort in specific ways. I
propose that ke can be analysed as an operator with the semantic feature additive as part of its lexical
meaning; in this sense ke is necessarily focalizing and presuppositional in that the constituent(s) over
which it takes scope must be interpeted as information which is additional to information that is known or
presupposed, but, crucially, this need not be information that is linguistically encoded or mentioned in the
discourse, but may be adduced as a contextual assumption necessary for adequate, i.e. optimally relevant,
pragmatic interpretation (Sperber & Wilson 1995). With regard to the varying scope of ke I assume an
association with focus analysis in the wake of Rooth (1992). In this vein, the puzzling focalizing, causal,
contrastive/concessive and even the ‘out-of-the-blue’ uses of ke can be accounted for if we assume that ke
establishes an inferential link whereby the propositional content of the utterance containing it is
interpreted as an addition to the implicata from the first conjunct, which may be causal (cf. (5)),
contrastive (cf. (4) and (8)) etc.; the ‘à propos of nothing’ ke functions in precisely the same way, its role
as a semantic constraint being to signal the addition of a new assumption/premise to the context.
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